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PREFACE
After 23 editions, the Iberoamerican Congress on Pattern Recognition (CIARP) has become a key research event, and
the most important in pattern recognition for the Iberoamerican community.
CIARP has always been an open international event, and this year CIARP received submissions from more than 20
countries. In this edition, the biggest presence is from Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Mexico, Portugal and Spain. On
the other hand, there is also good presence from Algeria, France, Germany, Italy, Tunisia, UK, and USA; and also,
presence from countries like Japan, Russia, South Africa, and South Korea.
CIARP 2018 received 187 submissions. The review process for CIARP 2018 was diligent and required careful
consideration of more than 550 reviews from 117 reviewers who spent significant time and effort in reviewing the
papers. In the end 112 papers were accepted, which is a 59.9% of acceptance. To form the final program, 34 papers
were selected for oral presentations (18.2% of all submissions) and 78 as poster presentations. The program was
comprised of 6 oral sessions on the following topics: machine learning, computer vision (two sessions), classification,
biometrics and medical applications, and brain signals. Three additional poster sessions included papers on all
previous topics, and also on: text and character analysis, human interaction, and sentiment analysis.
A Late-Breaking Work is a concise report of recent findings or other types of innovative or thought-provoking work
relevant to the Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning community. Late-Breaking Work submissions represent
work that has not reached a level of completion or maturity that would warrant the full refereed selection process.
The works included in this session report on cutting edge or emerging work that has not been fully realized or
developed, for which empirical data may not yet be available, or that has not yet reached a level of maturity expected
for the main track of CIARP. These Proceedings include the 16 Late Breaking Works accepted for CIARP 2018.
The pattern recognition community is witnessing a deep transformation, now increasingly dominated by advances
occurring at the industry in machine learning, computer vision, and related fields around pattern recognition. CIARP
also considered this industrial vortex by incorporating a number of researchers and practitioners from key companies
like IBM, Google, MathWorks, Microsoft, Nuance, and Telefonica, into a number of panel discussions.
The CIARP-2018 program was finally enhanced by four keynotes by eminent speakers: Jiri Matas, Johan Suykens, Björn
Schuller and Francisco Herrera.
We hope that these proceedings will result in a fruitful reference for the pattern recognition research community.
Finally, we would like to thank all who made this possible, especially the authors, the reviewers, and the CIARP
community at large.
Julian Fierrez, General Chair, CIARP 2018
Ruben Vera-Rodriguez, Program Chair, CIARP 2018
Aythami Morales, Publication Chair, CIARP 2018
Madrid, SPAIN, December 2018
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Distant Speech Recognition Using Laser Doppler
Vibrometer
Yunbin Deng1[0000−0001−5844−0381]
FAST Labs, BAE Systems, Burlington, MA, USA 01803
yunbin.deng@baesystems.com

Abstract. Existing studies on automatic speech recognition are mostly
performed on telephone and microphone speech data, which are collected
with subjects very close to the sensor. Standoff speech recognition using
a microphone array can extend the sensor distance only to a few feet. For
the first time, this study reports long range (50 feet) distant automatic
speech recognition experiments using a laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV)
sensor. This study shows that the LDV sensor modality can extend the
speech recognition standoff distance far beyond microphone arrays. This
enables new capabilities in automatic speech intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance for homeland security and counter terrorism applications. To investigate the impact of different vibrating materials, five LDV
speech corpora, each consisting of 630 speakers, are collected from the
vibrations of a glass window, a metal plate, a plastic box, a wood slate,
and a concrete wall. The COTS Polytec LDV model OFV-505 is used
in this study. State of the art deep neural network modeling approaches
are used to conduct speech recognition experiments on this LDV speech
data, showing great promise in using LDV for long range speech recognition.
Keywords: distant speech recognition (DSR) · speech intelligence surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) · laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) · deep
neural network (DNN)

1

Introduction

Acoustic ISR applications require high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) speech signal
acquisition from uncooperative individuals at long distance, covertly, and sometimes without directly line-of-sight to the subject. The existing standoff speech
acquisition method uses a microphone array to enhance SNR, but still has very
limited range due to the quick sound pressure reduction as it propagates through
the air. In addition, the speech signals acquired by the standoff microphone array are contaminated by reverberated speech signals, and by acoustic noise near
the signal source, near the sensor, and along the path between the source and
the sensor. Furthermore, when the speaker is inside a building without direct
line-of-sight, the microphone array often can’t collect usable speech. LDV provides an alternative means of distant speech acquisition based on the Doppler
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effect. The LDV speech can be acquired with much better quality at a much
longer standoff distance compared with traditional microphones. We developed
LDV speech corpus parallel to TIMIT using five different materials at 50 feet.

2

Distant LDV Speech Recognition Experiments

Same Material Data Recognition Experiment This experiment demonstrates speech recognition using LDV speech, with training and testing data
from the same type of material. The KALDI speech recognition toolkit is used
to conduct various LDV speech acoustic modelling approaches for speaker independent continuous phoneme recognition experiments [2].
The recognition results are summarized in Table 1. The reported numbers
are continuous phoneme recognition WER, i.e., only phoneme language model
is used for decoding. The LDV speech collected from various vibrating materials
showed promising results. The best results are achieved by combing the subsapce Gaussina mixture model (SGMM) and DNN approaches.
The distant LDV speech data does not perform as well as the close-talk
microphone speech data. This could be due to a few factors: 1) The TIMIT microphone data was collected in a well-controlled noise-free environment, while
these LDV datasets are collected in a low noise environment. 2) The targets
selected are common real-life objects and are not good vibrators compared with
a microphone membrane. This results in much lower signal dynamic range, especially for the concrete wall case. 3) The transducer effects of these targets results
in information loss at various frequency ranges. Nevertheless, these results are
very encouraging. As a reference, a recent work on AMI small meeting room
microphone speech recognition reported a WER of 43.9% [1], which is at a much
shorter standoff distance. Note that microphone speech data collected at 50 feet
results in non-usable data for speech recognition.
Table 1. Distance LDV speech phoneme recognition WER. Models are trained and
tested separately for each material targets. SAT: Speaker Adaptive Training, MMI:
Maximum Mutual Information training.
Vibrating Material
Glass Window
Metal Plate
Plastic Box
Wood Slate
Concrete Wall
Average

SAT
42.0
54.2
33.8
39.0
50.9
44.0

SGMM+MMI
40.0
53.4
32.7
36.8
49.5
42.5

DNN
41.0
53.3
33.0
37.6
48.4
42.7

SGMM+DNN
36.7
48.5
28.9
33.5
44.9
38.5

LDV Speech Recognition using Temporal Deep Neural Networks To
further leverage recent developments in temporal deep neural networks for speech
recognition, we applied time-delay neural network (TDNN), long short term
memory (LSTM) and its bidirectional version (BLSTM) to the LDV distant
speech recognition task [3][4]. To reduce the computation of temporal DNN
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training, subsampling is applied to reduce the number of feature frames and
cover longer windows at higher DNN levels. In addition, a speed perturbation
technique is applied to enhance the training data . The results are summarized
in Table 2. As we can see, the temporal DNN models achieve even lower WER
for LDV distant speech than standard DNN approach.
Table 2. WER of LDV phoneme recognition using temporal DNN models
Acoustic Model
WER

TDNN
37.1

LSTM
37.2

BLSTM
36.6

LDV Speech Recognition using System Fusion As different acoustic modeling approaches are based on different assumptions about the statistical nature
of the signal, they model different aspects of the signal very well. By combining
various approaches presented in previous sections for LDV speech modelling, we
hope to further reduce recognition error rate. In this study, we only explored the
following five system fusion: 1) SGMM+ Karels DNN, 2) SGMM+TDNN, 3)
SGMM+LSTM, 4) SGMM+BLSTM, and 5) TDNN +BLSTM. For each combination, the decoded lattices of two separate systems are combined and then
a lattice MBR decoding is performed. The results of these five system combination experiments are summarized in 3. The combination always outperforms
any single system. The best system combination reduces phoneme recognition
WER by 13.7% relative to the best single system (BLSTM).
Table 3. WER of LDV phoneme recognition using five different system combinations.
fusion
WER

3

1
36.4

2
33.8

3
33.5

4
32.6

5
31.6

Conclusions

This study proves the feasibility of automatic distant speech recognition using
LDV at a standoff range of 50 feet. Algorithmic advances show promising performance under a loosely-controlled setting from various vibrating surfaces. Further
research is warranted for a fully functional long range acoustic ISR system.

References
1. Zhang, Y., Chen, G., Yu, D., Yaco, K., Khudanpur, S., Glass, J. Highway long
short-term memory rnns for distant speech recognition. In Acoustics, Speech and
Signal Processing (ICASSP), 2016.
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The Kaldi speech recognition toolkit, in Proc. IEEE ASRU, December 2011.
3. Peddinti, V., Povey, D., Khudanpur, S. A time delay neural network architecture
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Learning Concept Drift with Optimum-Path
Forest
Adriana S. Iwashita1[0000−0002−0116−9866] and João P.
Papa2[0000−0002−6494−7514]
1

Department of Computing, Federal University of São Carlos, São Carlos, Brazil
sayuri.iwa@gmail.com
2
Department of Computing, São Paulo State University, Bauru, Brazil
papa@fc.unesp.br

Abstract. Concept drift aims at learning patterns that may suddenly
change from data streams. Although such behavior is usually not expected in controlled environments, in real-world scenarios one can face
them very often. In such context, traditional classifiers can be easily
fooled, being their effectiveness severely affected. In this paper, we introduce the Optimum-Path Forest classifier for concept drift detection
under three distinct perspectives over publics datasets, being the results
compared to the ones obtained by Support Vector Machines.
Keywords: Concept drift · Optimum-Path Forest · Supervised learning.

1

Introduction

Traditional learning algorithms usually design prediction models from static
datasets. However, the dynamic environment in many real-world applications
can change the target concept over time. In this context, the term Concept Drift
was coined to address a non-stationary learning problem over time, i.e. when the
training and application data often mismatch in real-life problems [6].
Several methods to detect concept drift have been proposed in the literature. Klinkenberg and Joachims [1] proposed a method for handling concept
drift with Support Vector Machines (SVM), discarding irrelevant data with the
aim of minimizing the generalization error while maintaining a window on the
training data. Stanley [5] presented a method called Concept Drift Committee,
which uses a weighted committee of hypotheses that votes on the current classification. A new member takes place on the committee when an older committee
member’s voting record drops below a minimum threshold. Later on, Kolter and
Maloof [2] presented an ensemble method to concept drift detection that dynamically creates and removes weighted experts in response to changes in the
performance using dynamic weighted majority.
Some years ago, Papa et al. [4, 3] proposed a pattern recognition framework
called Optimum Path Forest (OPF) that models the problem of pattern recognition as a graph partition into optimum-path trees (OPTs), which are rooted
at key samples (prototypes) that compete among themselves in order to conquer
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the remaining samples. The authors showed OPF can be so effective as SVM, but
faster for the training step. However, as far as we know, OPF-based classifiers
have never been evaluated to detect concept drift so far. Therefore, our proposal
is to assess the OPF robustness to this type of environment, and verify how it
behaves in such situation. The main contribution of this paper is to evaluate two
different OPF classifiers in this context under three different perspectives (i.e.,
no-memory, full-memory and windowed-based approach) in public datasets.

2

Experiments

We evaluated three different approaches to address the problem of concept drift
with traditional OPF (i.e., with complete graph) and OPFknn (i.e., OPF with
k-nearest neighbors graph), in window-based approaches like: “full memory”
(the learner uses all previously observed training examples); “no memory” (the
learner uses only the most recent batch for training purposes); and “window of
fixed size three” (the learner uses the n most recent batches) [1].
Due to lack of space, only one dataset was used in this work. Hyperplane is
a synthetic dataset consisting of 10 features and 90,000 samples with a drift at
every 10,000 samples. To evaluate the techniques, we divided each dataset in 30
batches. Additionally, naı̈ve OPF (i.e., without support to handle concept drift)
is compared against OPF-nomemory, OPF-fullmemory and OPF-window3. The
latter classifier works with a window of 3 batches.
Since OPFknn requires one additional step to set up kmax parameter, which
limits the extent of the neighborhood size when computing the k-nearest neighbors, we employed the following methodology: we set kmax as being 10% of their
sizes. The only exception concerns in fullmemory version experiment, in which
we used 0.1% of the dataset size.
Although the idea is to assess the OPF robustness under concept drift, we
also included naı̈ve SVM with a Radial Basis Function kernel optimized through
cross-validation for comparison purposes. The “traditional SVM” parameters
were optimized as follows: we divided the first batch in 50% to compose the
training set and the remaining 50% to compose the validating set (used to optimize kernel parameters). Also, we consider the following proportions for the
training and validating sets: 60% − 40%, 70% − 30%, 80% − 20% and 90% − 10%.
We used the parameters that maximized SVM accuracy over the validating set
of the aforementioned configurations (i.e., training and validating set percentages). The “nomemory”, “fullmemory” and “window3” SVM versions uses a grid
search parameter estimation methodology with 90% − 10% of training and validating sets, respectively. Finally, we employed an accuracy measure proposed
by Papa et al. [4] that considers unbalanced datasets.
Figure 1 depicts the accuracy rates of the aforementioned techniques considering the Hyperplane dataset. SVM has a higher accuracy than OPF-based
classifiers. Also, we observe that OPFknn obtained better results than OPF with
complete graph. The OPFKnn version is the most time-consuming one regard-
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ing training, being SVM variants slightly more time consuming training than
OPF-based classifiers.
SVM
SVM-nom em ory
SVM-fullm em ory

SVM-window3
OPF

OPF-nom em ory
OPF-fullm em ory

OPF-window3
OPFknn-nom em ory

OPFknn-fullm em ory
OPFknn-window3
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Average accuracy
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Fig. 1. Accuracy over Hyperplane dataset stream. Some concept drifts are hilighted.

3

Conclusions

In this paper, we dealt with the problem of concept drift concerning the OPF
classifier. The experiments over synthetic datasets compared standard OPF,
OPFknn, SVM and three distinct versions to address concept drift on each technique. We have shown that OPF is suitable to work under these dynamic scenarios since its recognition rates were considerably better when adapted to address concept drift. Regarding to SVM versions, the OPF versions have smaller
time-consuming training time, and in some bases they also have a smaller timeconsuming testing time, which is a useful benefit in this type of environments.
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Recognition of Printing Methods from Printed
Characters Using Machine Learning⋆
Takeshi Furukawa
Forensic Science Laboratory, Ibaraki Prefectural Police Headquarters, 978-6
Kasahara, Mito, Ibaraki 3108550, Japan
tfurukwa@ieee.org

Abstract. We recognize printing methods from printed characters using
machine learning. In this study we compare ink jet and laser printer
samples. In processes of features detection we use wavelet decomposition
for traced contours on the binary images of printed characters so that
multi levels profiles were obtained In processes of recognition we use
subspace methods for the profiles [1]. We are able to discriminate both
the printed methods.
Keywords: Printed characters · Wavelet decomposition · Subspace method.

1

Introduction

In recent years ink jet printers have
been developing in printing qualities
with low prices. In crime scenes a lot
of counterfeits are found in banks
and shops and are brought to police stations. We are forensic documents analysts who examine those
counterfeits for polices and compare
them with specimens. Bank notes,
identification cards and oﬃcial doc- Fig. 1. Examples of laser (top) and ink jet
uments etc. are usually not printed (bottom) printed characters.
using ink jet printers. Genuine identification cards are used with a large
printing system such as intaglio, emboss and oﬀset printing methods and with
digital printers such as thermal, laser printers. Common items which have already been printed in specimens such as ‘name’, or ‘address’ using large printing
system in factories. Meanwhile personal information is printed using compact
printers such as thermal or laser. We recognize those printing methods between
counterfeits and specimens. People who work at stores and even though police
oﬃcers are not able to discriminate between them. Due to diﬃculty of discriminating we need to develop methods that easily recognize counterfeits for ordinary
⋆
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people using machine learning. The study is a first step to develop a device which
are able to discriminate between counterfeit and genuine. We propose the new
method using wavelet decomposition and subspace methods.

2

Method

Figure 1 shows the magnified images of laser and ink jet printed characters
when we observe them on a sheet of paper using micro scopes. We are able to
find diﬀerences in degree of jagged on edges of them especially between printing
methods, printers manufactures and models. Figure 2 shows the flow diagram
of our proposed method. We measure the diﬀerences using multi scales wavelet
decomposition in the process of feature detection. In next process of recognition
we adopt subspace methods.
2.1

Wavelet decomposition and subspace methods

Wavelet decomposition is widely
used to analyze signals and images. It is able to detect subtle perturbation which to be
added signals, to delete noises,
and to divide a whole wave
into multi scales waves. In
this study we treat contours
on printed characters as signals. Subspace methods (SM)
are developed by Japanese researchers, Watanabe and Iizima. SM is applied to recogFig. 2. Flow diagram of proposed method.
nize human faces and three dimensional objects recognition.
Strong points of SM is that extensions to multi classes classification are easy and those mathematical bases are
obvious. We adopt the SM because of the above reason.
Table 1. Laser and ink jet printers used in the experiments.
method
Laser
Laser
Laser
Laser
Ink jet
Ink jet

manufactures
ELECOM
NEC
KONICA MINOLTA
OKI
CANON
EPSON

models
EPR-LS01W
PR-L5100
PagePro 1350W
B801
MP980
PX-7V

method
Laser
Laser
Laser
Laser
Ink jet

manufactures
CANON
BROTHER
FUJI XEROX
RICOH
EPSON

models
LBP6030
HL-L2300
DocuPrint P250 dw
IPSio SP3400L
PX-G930
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3

Experiments

Firstly sample documents were printed. Printed sentences were “The quick brown
fox jumps over the lazy dogs.” Sheets of white paper used in our experiments were
“premium white PPCKA4, Kyokuto”. The sentences were repeatedly printed
37 times on one sheet and were also printed on headers and footers. Table 1
shows printers we used in the experiment. Secondary English characters; ‘a’
lower case were captured using a CCD camera (progRes C14 plus, JENOPTIK,
Germany)which has mechanism of pixel shift under dark field illumination. The
captured size was 2401 × 2401 pixels with 256 levels. With preprocessing each
image was converted to binary and a contour was extracted. The contours of images were traced along x and y axis so that profiles were obtained. In the feature
extraction wavelet decomposition was conducted with eight levels using diagonals
wavelets. In the process of recognition subspace methods were conducted. There
are several methods among subspace method such as mutual subspace method
(MSM). kernel mutual subspace method (KMSM), kernel constrained mutual
subspace method (KCMSM) and kernel orthogonal mutual subspace method
(KOMSM). One hundred ‘a’ characters on one sheet were captured. Twenty
characters were randomly selected from one hundred characters for learning.
Remainder eighty characters were used for test. In the test ten characters were
selected from eighty character with be shifted at one characters so that seventy
one sets were tested.

3

Results and conclusion

Table 2 shows the results of
Table 2. Experiments results.
the experiments. The dimenSM
MSM KMSM KCMSM KOMSM
sion in learning was ten and
that in testing was four. In ER 0.0923 0.0064 0.0115 0.0538 0.0243
kernel method Gaussian ker- EER 0.0870 0.0125 0.0821 0.0370 0.0064
nel was used with 1.0 sigma
parameter. Error rate (ER)
and equal error rate (EER) are lowest using KOMSM. As the result our proposed method discriminated both the printing methods successfully. This study
is a base which lead to a recognition of counterfeits supporting system for police
oﬃcers and ordinary people. We plan our method to be mounted smart phones.
Acknowledgments This work was supported by Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS) KAKENHI Grant Number JP18H00548.
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Local spectral analysis of co-occurrence features
in image classification
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Abstract. Based on the success of local texture descriptors, this work
proposes the application of spectral analysis over co-occurrence local matrices (GLCM). Essentially, the descriptors are provided by the highest
eigenvalues of the GLCM matrices (for different distances and directions). The performance of the method is assessed in a classification problem, in which it is compared to other approaches in the literature over
two databases of texture images classically used for benchmark purposes,
to know, Outex and USPTex. The quantitative comparison (in terms of
the ratio of images correctly classified) demonstrates the potential of our
methodology for texture description.
Keywords: Gray-level co-occurrence matrices · Spectral analysis · Texture image classification.

1

Introduction

Visual textures have demonstrated their potential in a number of applications
concerning pattern recognition in digital images, especially for image classification and segmentation. It is generally accepted that local characteristics are
paramount for the discrimination of these objects. An important example of
local descriptor that presented substantial success even in a moment when computational resources were still rather limited is the Gray-Level Co-occurrence
Matrices (GLCM) [3].
Parallel to the local methods, another strategy that has been successful in
texture recognition is the multiscale approach, where the information is captured
at different levels of “zoom” over the image. Particularly, with the popularization
of complex networks [1], methods that analyze and describe images using graph
modeling proved to be efficient in several situations.
Based on this established context for texture classification, we propose here
the application of an analysis typically used in graph context over the GLCM
features. More specifically, we propose the use of the largest eigenvalues of the
GLCM to provide texture descriptors. We are in this way interpreting GLCMs
as linear transforms and looking at the principal directions and intensities of
action.
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Proposed method

First, a set of possible values for the distance d and angle a (following the
notation in [3]) is empirically defined, such that d assumes integer values between
1 and dmax and a corresponds to a total number of Na angles equally spaced
between 0 and π with a π/Na angle step. Each image is quantized by Ng gray
levels.
For each combination of d and a a GLCM matrix Gad is computed by following
the procedure described in [3]. In the following, the eigenvalue spectrum of each
Gad is computed. A total of Ng × Ng real eigenvalues are obtained in this way
(including potentially repeated values) and they are sorted in decreasing order:
λad (1) ≥ λad (1) ≥ · · · ≥ λad (Ng2 ).

(1)

To provide meaningful descriptors, the number of eigenvalues considered for each
Gad matrix is limited to the first (highest) n eigenvalues. The optimal value for
n is also determined empirically. Here we adopted n = 3, Na = 4, dmax = 5 and
Ng = 128 for the GLCM matrices.
Finally, all these eigenvalues are pooled to compose the texture features D:
[
D=
λad (k)
(2)
1≤d≤dmax
1≤a≤Na
1≤k≤n

and, to reduce the dimensionality of such descriptors, we apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) prior to the classification step.

3

Results and conclusions

To verify the potential of the proposed method in practice, we carried out a
comparative and quantitative test on the classification of two databases, to
know, Outex [4] and USPTex [2]. The method is compared to other techniques
in the literature, such as Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [4], Textons VZ-Joint
[6], Bouligand-Minkowski (BM) [2], Multifractals [7], Local Phase Quantization
(LPQ) [5] and GLCM original descriptors [3]. The parameters for each compared
method are the same employed in the respective references. Linear discriminant
analysis in a 5-fold scheme is used for classification.
Table 1 shows the percentage of images correctly classified by each method in
each database. In comparison with other methods in the literature on databases
of texture images with rather different characteristics, the proposed approach
attested its effectiveness for image classification problems. The potential of our
proposal is explained to a large extent by the combination of two schemes well
accepted for image recognition, namely, the local representation accomplished
by GLCM with a multiscale model represented here by the spectrum analysis.
Furthermore, our proposal also confirmed that spectral and geometrical information (neighborhood) can be used in combination, without any type of mutual
canceling.
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Table 1. Percentage of images correctly classified in Outex, and USPTex databases
and respective errors.
Method
LBP
VZ-Joint
BM
Multifractal
LPQ
GLCM
Proposed

Outex
75.4±0.6
78.6±0.5
80.1±0.5
57.7±0.6
74.8±0.4
68.2±0.5
83.9±0.8

USPTex
67.9±0.4
63.0±0.4
77.9±0.4
44.4±0.6
76.3±0.4
74.2±0.2
78.2±0.3

In conclusion, the interesting results are an immediate consequence of performing multiscale and local analysis, enclosing both perspectives in the same
collection of features. They also encourage future studies on the applicability of
this method for real-world problems involving image classification and recognition.
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Using out of domain units for word discovering
in raw speech?
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Abstract. An approach for discovering word units in an unknown language under zero resources conditions is presented in this paper. The
method is based only on acoustic similarity, combining a cross-lingual
phoneme recognition, followed by an identification of consistent sequences
of phonemes. Our approach has been evaluated on the corpus used in
Zero resources speech challenge 2017.

1

Introduction

The zero resource speech task aims to automatically discover speech units without any linguistic knowledge [2]. Most of the approaches to this problem are
based on specific representations of the acoustic characteristics, and on the definition of a distance among segments to detect similarities. We present in this
work our system, which is illustrated in Figure 1. The system is a combination of
cross-lingual phoneme recognition, followed by identifying consistent sequences
of phonemes and doing some filtering based on the speech representations of
candidate words. Our approach is composed of two phases. The first phase consists of an acoustic-phonetic decoding process that provides a sequence of phonetic labels associated to the sequence of speech frames. We have used a set
of phonemes of a language not related with the target language because the
goal is, precisely, to discover words without linguistic knowledge of the target
language. The phoneme recognizer toolkit based on long temporal context, developed at Brno University of Technology, was used for our experiments [4]. This
decoder has four available systems, for Czech, English, Hungarian and Russian
languages. The Hungarian decoder which uses 61 phonetic units (including three
specialized units to represent noise or silence) was chosen [5]. Once the phonetic
labeling is done, a process of selection of similar segments is performed. The
criterion to group two segments is that they must have a distance smaller than a
threshold between them. We have considered the distance zero (same sequence
of phonetic units) and distance one (one phonetic unit of difference). Finally,
only those classes that have more than three members are selected.
After the candidate segments for each class have been selected, a second
phase to filter hypotheses is performed. To do this, three alternative speech
signal representations are used:
– speech signal parametrized in terms of Cepstral coefficients plus derivatives,
MFCC+Delta+Delta2,
?
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the system. One of three alternatives is chosen for the DTW filtering
process: MFCC, autoenconder characteristics, or phoneme posteriorgrams.

– a compact representation of MFCC by means of an autoencoder [1] which
generates 10-dimension vectors, and
– a representation of each frame composed by the phoneme posteriorgrams of
the 61 considered phonemes from the Hungarian decoder.
Considering the previous representations, all-to-all distances among segments
are calculated and a set of classes is built according to these distances. The
distances are obtained by a DTW algorithm using cosine distance. A heuristic
refinement was to avoid overlaps among the candidates, that is, some segments
corresponding to a sequence of n phonemes can contain subsegments of length
n − 1, n − 2, ... corresponding to other selected segments. The discarding process
consists of eliminating the candidates which overlapped more than 80% in the
time, always leaving the longest segment and discarding the smallest one.

2

Experiments

Corpus Three languages are available for training: English, French and Mandarin, and two unknown languages for test. The test languages turned out to
be German and Wolof. Data are read speech and open source (either gathered
from open source audio books, or open datasets). A forced alignment has been
performed in order to build the corpus. The training corpus consists of 64 wav
files for English with a total amount of more than 38 hours, 28 wav files for
French (around 25 hours) and finally 12 wav files for Mandarin (more than 2
hours). All wav files are sampled at 16KHz.
Evaluation measures Three types of measures were defined for evaluation purposes: The first one mesures the phoneme similarity between the segments associated to words and the references. The second set measures the quality of
groups of segments obtained, that is, if the segments represents the same word.
And the third set measures the boundaries obtained [2].
Experiments Results of our system are shown in Table 1. It uses a supervised Automatic Speech Recognition system for Hungarian to decode the speech. Chunks
of (transcribed) speech match if they have the same transcription. These matches
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Table 1. Results obtained with our system.
Language
English
French
Mandarin
German
Wolof

Words
92544
58701
2887
60658
5468

Pairs
864639
515507
17845
582009
37191

NED
71.4
62.8
80.2
59.9
56.8

COV
71.0
67.0
45.4
71.8
47.8

Grouping
P R F
3.3 76.2 6.2
6.1 82.3 11.3
2.4 45.0 4.6
5.7 63.8 10.4
7.6 43.3 12.8

Type
P R F
3.9 8.6 5.4
3.3 6.4 4.4
4.5 2.9 3.5
3.2 6.8 4.3
5.9 8.2 6.9

Token
P R F
3.2 3.5 3.3
2.6 2.7 2.7
3.6 2.0 2.6
2.4 3.1 2.7
6.1 4.2 4.9

Boundary
P R F
27.1 29.4 32.1
26.1 37.4 30.7
22.8 18.6 20.5
20.6 37.2 26.6
29.6 29.6 29.6

are then filtered: a representation of the speech is obtained by training an autoencoder, and only pairs with DTW sufficiently low in this representational
space (below a threshold) are retained. Results are logically better for occidental languages that for Mandarin, probably because the set of phonemes chosen
is more related to these languages.
Comparing to the baseline [2], our system generate much more hypotheses,
and therefore our precision in terms of NED (that is, the Levenshtein distance
of our word pairs hypotheses) is lower, but the coverage is much more higher. It
should be noted that the baseline is very restricted for generation hypotheses,
because (in German, for example) for more than 2 millions of words they propose
only 3315 pairs, and our system more that 500000 pairs.
Other systems, from Kamper et al. [3], uses k-means to discover acoustic
patterns, jointly optimized with an exhaustive segmentation. On the other hand,
our grouping results clearly works better than the baseline k-means clustering,
and better recall than the system Kamper et al. [3].

3

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented our approach to word discovering in raw speech.
Our runs are based in a previous phase of selection of candidate segments considering a generic transcription of the speech, in order to avoid the computational
complexity of a brute force approach. Once the candidate segments are selected,
a filtering of the results is done by means of DTW distances. Results show that
the approach is reasonable even with the strong simplification of the first phase.
As future works we want to explore other ways to select segment candidates.
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Abstract. We present ongoing research on multi-target tracking in images captured from Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and provide preliminary
results for the Visdrone benchmark to drive future work.
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1

Introduction

Multi Object Tracking (MOT) is an important task in computer vision aiming
to locate multiple objects, keep their identities, and manage their individual trajectories. Typical tracking challenges are occlusions, fast moving objects, strong
camera movements, similar appearances or abrupt appearance changes. Recent
commercial emergence of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has led to a growing
research area on providing autonomous capabilities for vision-based control and
navigation. Tracking from UAVs platforms offers new viewpoints to track targets
in scenarios where is difficult to access. Moreover, UAVs pose new challenges due
to the viewing distance (e.g. tiny objects).
In this paper, we present a detection-based multiple object tracker (Faster
R-CNN features Multiple Object Tracker, FRMOT) based on appearance and
spatial features which is evaluated on the VisDrone 2018 benchmark [7].

2

Tracker description

The proposed detection-based tracker models targets by their visual appearance
(via deep features) and their spatial location (via bounding boxes). It is composed of five main modules (see Figure 1), which are described as follows, and
receives as inputs the frame under consideration and the detections for each
frame (i.e. bounding box, confidence and object class), provided by an external
object detection algorithm. The output for each target is a track describing the
sequential information over time.
?
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed algorithm

The feature extraction module describes the appearance of bounding boxes.
Based on Faster-RCNN [6], we compute features from the input frame with
the ResNet-101 [3] deep residual network (pre-trained on the COCO dataset1 )
at layer conv3 12. We use as region proposals the provided detections after
confidence-based filtering. For each proposal we get a 512x7x7 feature map by
crop pooling [4] which becomes a 512 features vector by average pooling.
The spatial prediction module infers each target location in following frames.
We use an eight dimensional state-space for each target, containing its bounding
box center position (x, y), aspect ratio (r) , height (h) , and respective velocities
(vx , vy , vr , vh ). We employ Kalman filtering for predicting the state space. For
updating the predictions we use the associated filtered detections as observations
in the model update module. State prediction is performed at the end of the
current frame, being employed for data association in the next frame.
The data association module matches the filtered detections with the trajectories of tracked targets by using the Hungarian algorithm [5]. We propose to
perform association in two stages. First, we use appearance features to match
detections and predicted targets. Similarity is computed as the cosine distance
between the detection appearance descriptor and the target appearance model
(i.e. the last N appearances of the target). Second, we consider the unmatched
detections and predictions in the previous stage and we apply again the Hungarian algorithm using their spatial predicted descriptors (i.e. bounding boxes). The
similarity between bounding boxes is determined on the basis of the Intersectionover-Union criterion [2].
The track management module is in charge of operations such as track initialization and suppression. We employ two counters per track for handling initialization and suppression. One counter focuses on the number of consecutive
frames where the track is kept. Another counter focuses on the number of consecutive frames where the track is lost. Track initialization is defined when unmatched detections exist and the first counter is above a threshold (min life)
whereas track suppression is performed when the second counter is above another
threshold (max unmatched ).
The model update module keeps a buffer of the last appearances for each
track (i.e. features vector of detections associated to the track).
1

https://github.com/ruotianluo/pytorch-faster-rcnn
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MOTA MOTP IDF1 FAR GT MT PT ML IDS
A+S 56.0
79.6 63.7 0.98 5344 2394 1492 1451 7117
S
57.9
79.9 56.0 0.63 5344 2229 1659 1449 11252
Fig. 2. Average tracking results using appearance and spatial (A+S), and only spatial
(S) features. Visual examples of the same frame are shown for A+S (left) and S (right).

3

Evaluation

We initially evaluated our approach on the VisDrone 2018 Benchmark [7]. It is a
large-scale data for visual object detection and tracking from moving platforms
with ground-truth annotations. We used 56 sequences (24201 frames) of the
training set, and common performance metrics for evaluation (MOTA, MOTP,
GT, MT, ML, FN and IDS) as defined in [1]. Figure 2 compares tracking performance. By adding appearance information, we considerably reduce the number
of IDS (IDentity Switches) since the algorithm keeps target identities even in
presence of occlusions. In the visual example using only spatial features, objects
whose detections are lost or occluded at same point, present a higher identifier
than themselves in the other example (where appearance is also used).
For future work, we will increase robustness by new features to discriminate
instances of the same class (e.g. people, car) and by exploiting camera motion.
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Abstract. In this work, we propose a deep learning based people-background
segmentation approach. A people-background segmentation consists of a
traditional two classes segmentation, background and people, but with
a totally different purpose, the goal of guaranteeing that no people (or
body parts) are miss-classified as background. Our deep learning segmentation approach is based on the use of multiple deformable body parts
as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) integrated in a feature pyramid constructed by a second CNN. This scheme, named DeepPyramid
Deformable Part Models (DP-DPMs), significantly outperforms DPMs
based on traditional Histograms of Oriented Gradients features (HOG).
Keywords: People-Background Segmentation · DeepPyramid · Deformable
Part Models.

1

Introduction

While the traditional focus of person detection [1–3] is to obtain a high performance, in terms of object detection, [4] proposes the opposite focus, a peoplebackground segmentation with unequal error cost (segmentation with bias on the
background), in order to ensure that no body parts are miss-classified as background. Recently, [3] demonstrated that any DPM framework can be expressed
as an equivalent CNN by using distance transform pooling, object geometry filters and maxout units. This new point of view, together with the replacement of
HOG features [2] with features learned by a fully-convolutional network (FCN),
significantly, outperforms DPMs based on traditional HOG features. Following
these innovations, in this work we propose a DeepPyramid People-Background
Segmentation approach integrating the original people-background segmentation approach in a CNN framework and replacing hand-crafted features with
more recent deep learning features [3]. The experimental results show clearly
the improvements versus the original people-background segmentation [4].
?
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DeepPyramid People-Background Segmentation

Following the original methods, Independent Body Part (IBP) and Dependent
Body Part (DBP) described in [4], in this section, we introduce the new versions
based on DP-DPM and deep learning features [3], DP-IBP and DP-DBP respectively. The DP-DPM [3] is defined as a unique DeepPyramid CNN, but it can
be also seen as two independent CNNs. The first CNN is a fully-convolutional
network, mainly a truncated version of the SuperVision CNN to the layer 5. The
second CNN, DPM-CNN, receives the feature maps at different pyramid levels
as input, where the root and parts filters are convolved with an object geometry
filter, which produces the output DPM score map for each pyramid level.
This division allows also easily the integration in our approach. The handcrafted features, i.e., HOG in the original approaches IBP and DBP, are replaced
with the feature map computed by the fifth convolutional layer (conv5), and
the original DPM framework is replaced with two different DPM-CNN with
different object geometry combinations. Following [3], DP-IBP is defined with
8 independent body parts In , being n = 1, 2, ..., 8, and its anchor position
vn,n relative to the body part itself. Thus, each body part will score in its
center instead that in the center of the whole model. DP-DBP is defined with M
different dependent body parts, Dm , with m = 1, 2, ..., M . Each Dm is defined
by Lm independent body parts with their anchor positions vn,m relative to the
corresponding dependent body part Dm . [3] defines M = 4 dependent body
parts: head and shoulders, trunk, legs and full body. In order to follow the same
criteria but generic for any spatial parts distribution, we propose also M = 4
dependent body parts, the first one is the full body but the other 3 dependent
body parts are estimated through fuzzy clustering with the restriction of always
sharing at least one independent body part with another dependent body part.

3

Experimental Results

In order to evaluate our approach, we compare the original approaches with hand
crafted features, i.e., the original detector DPM [2], IBP and DBP methods
[1], with our proposals with CNN features and architecture, i.e., the original
detector DP-DPM [4] , our DP-IBP and our DP-DBP methods. Following [1],
the evaluation dataset includes a set of publicly available sequences with different
complexities, including occlusions, scale variations and different point of views.
There are tree outdoors sequences (TUD-campus (1) y TUD-crossing (2) from [5]
y PETS20093 (3)) and three indoor sequences (PETS20064 (4) , TRECVID20085
(5) and AVSS20076 (6)). We compare the results with the annotated ground
truth in terms of AUC (area under the curve). We also compare the results using
three different trainning datasets for the person model and therefore different
3
4
5
6

http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/PETS2009/
http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/PETS2006/
http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig//tests/trecvid/2008/
http://www.avss2007.org
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Table 1. Results in terms of AUC using three different person models: (a) INRIA, (b)
VOC2007 and (c) VOC2010.
Sequence
Model
DPM[2]
IBP
DBP
DP-DPM[3]
DP-IBP
DP-DBP

1
a
.77
.81
.86
.78
.89
.94

b
.74
.82
.85
.60
.69
.74

2
c
.70
.80
.88
.60
.73
.74

a
.81
.78
.86
.83
.93
.96

b
.75
.83
.87
.68
.84
.90

3
c
.71
.83
.89
.64
.85
.86

a
.90
.69
.80
.88
.94
.97

b
.79
.76
.82
.76
.93
.95

4
c
.74
.70
.80
.74
.93
.95

a
.75
.67
.77
.81
.86
.97

b
.60
.75
.75
.65
.84
.88

5
c
.56
.71
.77
.73
.79
.81

a
.84
.71
.89
.81
.96
.97

b
.77
.70
.80
.65
.84
.90

6
c
.74
.70
.78
.63
.87
.92

a
.85
.65
.80
.80
.73
.91

b
.71
.73
.78
.65
.73
.77

c
.69
.73
.79
.66
.79
.81

deep/no deep people-background segmentation results. In particular, we use the
datasets INRIA [3], PASCAL VOC 2007 and PASCAL VOC 20107 . The Table 1
include the results using the three different models over the six sequences in terms
of AUC with a penalty factor of 1, .i.e, tradditional segmentation evaluation.
Whilst the original detectors DPM [2] and DP-DPM [4] obtain quite similar
results in all the six sequences and the three models. Our approaches DP-IBP
and DP-DBP in almost all the cases obatin better results than their not deep
learning versions. In particular, the DP-DBP obtain the best results in almost
all the cases and reaching great improvements in those sequences more complex,
i.e., sequences from 4 to 6. In relation to the three different person models,
the INRIA version obtains the significatively better results than the other two
models (PASCAL VOC 2007 and PASCAL VOC 2009).

4

Conclusions

In this work we have presented a new deep learning based people-background
segmentation approach with bias on the background, in order to ensure that no
people (or body parts) are miss classified as background. The experiments show
clearly how our proposal improves significatively the perfromance.
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Abstract. In this study, we present a method to classify sequences of
bat calls into species categories. We formulated a fuzzy Multi-Instance
Learning algorithm which first uses as Single-Instance classifiers, such
as Random Forests or k-Nearest Neighbor, and consequently combines
their outputs to estimate a sequence posterior probability. We also implemented a Mapping to Optimal Regions (M2 OR). The obtained experimental results demonstrate the suitability of the proposed methods for
the classification of bat call sequence.
Keywords: bat echolocation · animal acoustic classification · multiinstance learning · mapping to optimal regions · random forests

1

Introduction

Detection and identification of animal species are among the most fundamental challenges in biodiversity research and conservation monitoring. Bats (Oder
Chiroptera) are highly diverse and are regarded as bio-indicators. Therefore the
determination of bat activity and species abundance provides essential information about the ecosystem health. In a past study, we proposed a computational
method for the automated identification of bat species based on echolocation
calls[7]. In current bat monitoring protocols, rather than the prediction of species
with single calls, the estimation of bat activity relies on the classification of call
sequences. In this study, we present an initial attempt to classify sequences of
bat calls into species categories.

2
2.1

Methods
Multi-Instance Learning

In traditional supervised learning, a classifier model f : Rd → N associates a
single instance x = (x1 , . . . , xd ) to a single class label y ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}. Our
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approach is formulated in a Multi-Instance Learning (MIL) framework in which
a classifier model F : 2X → Rd maps a sequence or bag of instances X =
{x1 , x2 , . . . , xN } to a class label y ∈ Y = {1, 2, . . . , K} . The number of instances
N can variate among sequences. To our knowledge, the current MIL methods
are formulated for binary classification and are not suitable for a multi-class
problem[1]. In this work, we formulated a fuzzy MIL classifier which first uses
as base classifier a Single-Instance Learning (SIL) model f (x). In the following
task, the outputs of the model f (x) are combined to estimate the sequence
posterior probability P (y|X) . To predicte the label ŷ for a given test sequence
X, we applied the rule ŷ(X) = argmaxy∈Y P (y|X). We consider that the most
confident instance predictions, as well as the instances of higher quality, most
have a direct influence on P (y|X). From the SIL model f (x), we considered
the instance posterior probability p(y|x) and an instance weight measure w(x).
These parameters are used to formulate the two following estimation of P (y|X)

Pp (y|X) =

1 X
p (y|x) (1a)
|X|

Pp,w (y|X) =

x∈X

2.2

1 X
p (y|x) w (x)
|X|

(1b)

x∈X

Single-Instance Learning classifiers

kNN. The k -Nearest Neighbors algorithm (kNN) is a well known non-parametric
method for classification. We implemented
kN N considering weighted city-block
Pd
distance of the form d(x, y) = i=1 ωi |xi − yi | where ωi = σi /σiy is a feature
weight calculated from the training instances. The term σi is an overall standard
deviation from feature xi and σiy is the mean of the standard deviations of xi
grouped by classes y ∈ Y . The posterior probability p(y|x) is defined as the
proportion from the k-nearest neighbors belonging to class y and weighted by
their distance to x using a softmax averaging.
M2 OR+kNN. This method implements Mapping to Multidimensional Optimal
Regions (M2 OR) [2, 3] followed by kNN. The latter method is applied with respect to the samples which are mapped in a same optimal region. The optimization process of M2 OR removes outliers and non relevant neighbourhoods
for classification. Additionally, it reduces the computational complexity and enables a linear separation of classes in high dimensional feature spaces.
Random Forest. We used the Random Forests algorithm [4] which is an ensemble
of classification trees used as week learners. It is a hybrid of the bagging algorithm
and the random subspace method. The posterior probability p(y|x) is computed
as the fraction of trees in the ensemble that outputs y as the predicted class.

3

Experiment

We compared the performance of the proposed methods using an audio file library[5, 6] comprising reference echolocation calls from 29 bat species from the
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Neotropics. The dataset comprises 11,186 single calls grouped in 766 sequences
with an average of 14.6±10.6 calls per sequence. The call features were extracted
using the methods described in a previous study[7]. As the instance weight measure w(x), we used the signal-to-noise- ratio of the call. For each MIL method,
we trained and tested a series of classifiers using 676 call sequences randomly
chosen as the training set and 90 sequences as the test set. We repeated each
experiment 20 times. The results are shown in Table 1.We obtain that RF combined with Pp,w (Eq. 1b) and M2 OR+kNN with Pp,w (Eq. 1a) achieved the
highest test performance for all evaluation metrics.

Table 1: Performance test
SIL classifier

P (y|X)

kNN
kNN
RF
RF
M2 OR+kNN

Pp
Pp,w
Pp
Pp,w
Pp

4

Accuracy

f1 -measure

Precision

Recall

0.824 ±0.026
0.820 ±0.033
0.871 ±0.027
0.876 ±0.025
0.862 ±0.032

0.746 ±0.034
0.746 ±0.040
0.806 ±0.050
0.812 ±0.043
0.812 ±0.041

0.755 ±0.038
0.757 ±0.042
0.825 ±0.054
0.833 ±0.042
0.825 ±0.043

0.764 ±0.034
0.763 ±0.043
0.815 ±0.045
0.820 ±0.041
0.826 ±0.038

Conclusions

The obtained experimental results demonstrate the suitability of the proposed
methods for the classification of bat call sequence.
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Abstract. Recently, the idea of feature diversity via de-correlated feature has been explored such as in Decov [1] and OrthoReg [4], to attain
more of the concept space. However, they do not account for non-linear
correlation among learned weights expected in deep networks and especially in convolutional networks, which are built on the idea of a hierarchy of non-linear filters. We regularize the neural network’s optimization
objective with probabilistic distance measures to account for non-linear
correlations, and induce feature diversity by penalizing the similarity
between distribution of filters. Evaluations on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100
show that our technique achieves better generalization than other regularizers. We consistently achieve a significant increase (>2%) in test
accuracy across architectures.
Keywords: de-correlation · Kullback-Leibler divergence · Earth-Mover’s
Distance · disentangling · feature diversity · regularization · neural network

1

Introduction

The trend of deeper models has yielded networks with greater number of parameters enabling DNNs to learn complex features. However, deep architectures
aggravate the problem of overfitting. Several different regularization like L1 regularization, L2 regularization, Dropout [2] and Batch Normalization [3] have been
used to handle this problem. Dropout-based techniques are the most promising
of them all. [1] observed that dropout leads to de-correlated filters without explicitly penalizing correlations. Our idea is based on the fact that filter from
similar distribution are redundant as they extract same information and therefore result in over-fitting. Therefore, by enforcing filters for a given layer to
belong to different distribution we can learn diverse and distinct features. We
try to increase diversity by directly penalizing similarity between distribution of
the filters. If learned filters are from different distributions more weight space
will be covered and weights are expected to not be co-adaptive to each other.
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Approaches in the literature use linear metrics of correlation [1, 4] to penalize
filter similarity. But, histogram-similarity measures such as KL-divergence are
more likely to be effective in making distributions of filters different from each
other thereby ensuring de-correlations in filters.
Contributions:
– We use diversity among learned weights as a regularizer, to decrease the
train-test performance gap across multiple datasets and netwrk architectures.
– We use higher-order correlations in order to produce de-correlated filters,
and report a systematic improvement over use of linear de-correlation.

2

Methodology

In this section, we introduce our regularizer where we aim to learn non-redundant
representations by constraining the similarity between distributions of filters in
a particular layer. Firstly, we transform weight vectors of a given layer into
probability distribution and then mutual similarity between distribution of each
filter is penalized using a probabilistic distance measure.
Let Hi ∈ Rn×n where i ∈{1, 2, . . . , N} be the ith filter in a given layer and
Ti = T (Hi ) be the transformation of weight vector into a probability distribution. We want to maximize the distance between these probability distributions
which
takes
the
form3 ,
Ll =

XX
i

max(0, γ − dist(T (Hi ), T (Hj )))),

i 6= j

(1)

j

where γ is a hyperparameter denoting the maximum distance between two distributions.
For the distance function dist(.) we use KullbackLeibler divergence (KLD).
We first convert weight vector of a given layer into probability distribution by
applying softmax over them. We then compute KLD between two filters as:
KL(Ti , Tj ) =

X
k

Ti (k) log

Ti (k)
Tj (k)

(2)

Finally, Ll calculated from different layer of CNN is integrated into total loss
of model.
X
Loss = CrossEntropyLoss + λ ×
Ll
(3)
l

where λ is a regularization coefficient, used to control the strength of regularization.
3

Note that the proposed framework is general, and any probabilistic distance measure
can be used in place of KLD.
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3

Experiments and Results

In order to evaluate the proposed framework, we compare the performance of
CNNs with our suggested regularizers with against baseline CNNs with no regularization or with Dropout. We also compare the performance of our proposed
framework with Dropout as well as the Decov regularizer[1] and Orthoreg regularizer[4]. A 4 layer architecture, 3 conv and 1 dense, was used to perform these
experiments.We have used the Cifar10 and Cifar100 Datasets for evaluations.
Regularizer Dropout
None
None
KL-D
KL-D
Decov
Decov

Cifar10
Train Test Train - test
No
97.6 81.8 15.8
Yes
96.29 84.37 11.92
No
97.5 84.8 12.7
Yes
96.26 85.23 11.03
No
98.15 81.63 16.15
Yes
96.76 81.68 15.08
Table2: Train and test accuracy on CIFAR10

Cifar100
Train Test train - test
86.0 39.16 46.48
77.18 45.74 31.44
77.79 47.18 30.61
64.87 48.32 16.64
77.92 40.34 37.58
72.53 45.10 27.43
and Cifar100.

From Table 2, we observe that KLD is able to achieve better results than
baseline CNNs with as well as without Dropout. By combining Dropout and
KLD 3.4% gain in test accuracy over baseline CNNs was achieved on Cifar10
and a huge 8.72% gain on Cifar100.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

We introduce a novel approach to regularization in deep neural networks. By
penalizing the similarity between distributions of learned weights, we are able to
learn statistically diverse filters. As a result we are able to achieve better generalization on a few architectures. Future work includes applying the proposed regularization on bigger architectures and also to try out different distance measures.
Since our regularizer works by attaining more weight space, it also warrants to
experiment with simpler architectures with less number of filters.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a modified four model based decomposition method based on the correlation coefficient calculated using RR and LL
circular components and its modified version to reduce the effect of orientation
angle in the decomposition results. These two parameters depend on circular
polarization components which are roll invariant and allow choosing adaptively
the volume model for each pixel of the image. Although the method is simple, it
is fast and gives good results compared to the published literature.
Keywords: Model based decomposition, orientation angle, correlation coefficient, PolSAR data.

1

Introduction

We propose in this paper to modify the four components decomposition method
with the extended volume model proposed by Sato et al [1], to enhance the decomposition results in build up areas which suffer from scattering ambiguity. We introduce
the correlation parameters calculated using the RR and LL circular components. The
results judged good, were compared to the original four components decomposition
method with the extended volume model (Y4EV)[1], and to the modified Yamaguchi
four components with a stochastic distance (Y4OSD) methods[2].

2

Proposed method

The four model based decomposition allows decomposing the radar measurement
into a sum of four elementary components. Sato et al [1] proposed a four components
decomposition using the extended volume model, which is expressed as:
[T] = 𝑓𝑠 [𝑇]𝑆+𝑓𝑑 [𝑇]𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐 [𝑇]𝑐 + {

𝑓𝑣 [𝑇]𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒
𝑣
𝑓𝑣𝑑 [𝑇]𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙
𝑣

𝑓𝑜𝑟𝐶1 > 0
𝑓𝑜𝑟𝐶1 ≤ 0

(1)
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Where T is the coherency matrix [3], and fs, fd, fc ,fν, and fνd are coefficients to be
determined. The letters s, d and c stand for surface, double-bounce, and helix scattering mechanisms, respectively. [𝑇]𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙
and [𝑇]𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒
are the volume scattering
𝑣
𝑣
matrices for oriented dihedral structure and wire respectively. The sign of C1 determines the dominant scattering mechanism between the volume scattering from vegetation or volume scattering from dihedral.
In this method, we have introduce the correlation coefficient yRRLL between the
circular components RR and LL and the modified circular correlation as a condition
to choose the volume model, instead of using C1 parameter proposed in [1]. yRRLL is
defined as [3]:
yRR−LL =

|〈𝑆𝑅𝑅 .𝑆𝐿𝐿 ∗〉|

√|〈𝑆𝑅𝑅 .𝑆𝑅𝑅∗ 〉|.|〈𝑆𝐿𝐿.𝑆𝐿𝐿 ∗ 〉|

0 ≤ yRRLL ≤ 1

(2)

Where . and . Indicate respectively the absolute value and averaging. This parameter, generally gives a value greater or equal to 0.6 in orthogonal buildup areas.
The modified correlation proposed by Yamaguchi et al [4], is defined as follows:
′
𝑦𝐿𝐿−𝑅𝑅
=

|𝑌𝐿𝐿−𝑅𝑅 |
2
2
〈4|𝑆𝐻𝑉| −|𝑆𝐻𝐻 −𝑆𝑉𝑉| 〉
2
2
〈4|𝑆𝐻𝑉| +|𝑆𝐻𝐻 −𝑆𝑉𝑉| 〉

(3)

To calculate the volume scattering component, we propose the condition:
′
yLL−RR ≥ 0.6 Or yLL−RR
≥ 2db
(4)
If the condition (4) is verified, the volume scattering is not dominant and the model
proposed by Bhattacharya et al. [2] is adopted, else the modified Yamaguchi model is
used.The method is based on circular components which are roll invariant, and although it is simple it is fast and gives quiet good results.

3

Results, analysis and conclusion

In order to test the performance of the proposed method, PolSAR image acquired
in C-band by RADARSAT-2 satellite over the San Francisco Bay were used. This test
zone contains several types of scattering such as: forest areas, water, orthogonal and
oriented building to radar line of sight. The RGB color composite of Pauli image is
shown in Fig.1(a). In Fig.1(b), the regions surrounded with red circles represent non
oriented buildings areas and the yellow one represents an oriented urban area. It can
be seen that the oriented and non oriented buildings are displayed with white color
witnessing a high correlation. The black regions represent the vegetation areas.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.1. (a) Pauli RGB color composite (R: HH-VV, G: HV, and B: HH+VV) of the test site
image. (b) circular correlation coefficient. (b) modified correlation coefficient.
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For the modified correlation image given in Fig.1(c), both forest and oriented area
(yellow circle) are displayed with white color.
The scattering powers resulting from the decomposition are given in figure 2. Water area is exhibited in blue color since the surface scattering is dominant. The vegetation areas and the oriented urban presented in yellow circle are presented in green
color which means that this areas are dominated by volume scattering and urban is
still confused to vegetation. The orthogonal urban areas are displayed with red color
since they are dominated by double bounce scattering, whereas urban dominated by
surface scattering is shown with pink color.
Table 1, gives the statistics for powers contribution assessed from the three algorithms. The differences are noticeable between the two methods and the proposed
one.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig.2. Decomposition results Processed by: (a)Y4EM, (b) SD-Y4O, (c) the proposed method respectively (PD: red, PV: green, and PS: blue).
Table 1. Dominant scattering power contribution (%).

Building A

Building B

PD(%)
30.72

PV(%)
6.32

PS(%)
62.95

PD(%)
8.51

PV(%)
68.42

PS(%)
23.06

41.49

8.39

50.10

17.87

63.09

19.04

31.03

4.18

64.77

18.14

51.16

30.69

Y4EM
SD-Y4O
Proposed method
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Abstract. Face alignment consists of accurately locating facial landmarks, assisting in tasks such face 3D reconstruction, recognition and
expression analysis. For this end, near frontal faces are extensively addressed by 2D landmark estimation approaches. However, these methods
suffer from lack of information in near profile head poses, since popular
datasets do not cover large head poses. Recently, 3D face alignment was
introduced, enabling the facial shape to be recovered in 3D space, where
profile faces are not a limitation. In this work, we propose a method for
unconstrained 3D face alignment assisted by nose pose estimation, enabling faces to be aligned in range of head poses with great reliability.
We combine the pose obtained from the nose region, 2d cascaded regression and support vector regressions (SVR). Preliminary evaluations were
made on the 3DFAW dataset, showing it as a promising strategy for face
alignment in-the-wild.
Keywords: facial landmarks · face alignment · 3d alignment.

1

Introduction

Face alignment plays an important role in many face analysis tasks, such as
facial expression, recognition and 3D model reconstruction. It can be formulated
as accurately locating discriminant regions of the face, i.e. eyes, nose, mouth,
eyebrows and, face contour, thus obtaining the face geometry.
Common approaches have achieved great results on major 2D alignment
datasets [4], as demonstrated by Xiao et al. [6]. However, they generally work
on near-frontal faces, large poses remain an unsolved task. To deal with this
limitation, 3D alignment was used in this work, enabling 3D landmarks to be
inferred and evaluated on 2D face images with high reliability, even in extreme
poses, as described by Jeni et al. [3]. In this sense, Zavan et al. [1] proposes a 3D
landmark-free approach, placing a neutral face model on the image, guided by
the nose orientation. The pose estimation from the nose region has been shown
useful for different face analysis tasks such tracking [5], and gender [8]. However,
this rough landmark estimation from [1] is not accurate in finding local features,
since it does not take into account facial expressions and specific facial traits.
To address this, we propose a face alignment method built on top of Zavan et
al.’s [1] alignment, enabling 3d landmarks to be detected with precision.
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Our major contributions are: a) 2D landmark refinement, combining cascaded
regression [7] and pose estimation predicted from the nose region [1]; b) Depth
shape estimation using a simple, but effective Support Vector Regressions(SVR).

2

Experimental Results

Given a training image, we first increased the facial bounding box by 8% and
resize it to 250x250, making it invariant in translation and scaling. We then
place a 3D landmark neutral face by displacing, scaling and rotating according
to the 3D pose information. This way, the cascaded regression algorithm learns
to minimize the distance between the fitted neutral face and the ground truth,
since we also use the nose detection and pose estimation from [1] as the first
steps at test stage.
Similar to SDM [7], SIFT descriptors are extracted from 32 x 32 patches
around landmarks. PCA was used for dimensionality reduction, but, instead of
the frontal mean shape, the fitted neutral face was taken into account for each
training sample.
Support vector regression (SVR) was used to estimate the location of the
landmarks along the z axis, which corresponds to the depth facial shape for each
landmark.We first normalize the x, y and z coordinate values, making them scale
and translation invariant. Each facial landmark uses its own SVR model.
Preliminary results were obtained on 3DFAW’s (3D Face Aglignment in the
Wild) [3] validation set. For this, we train our model on the 3DFAW training set
and augment the data 10 times using uniform translation. These augmentations
increased 2D alignment precision by 15%. Five evaluations were performed using
the GTE metric: one for each landmark axis independently (X, Y, Z), 2D axis
(XY), and 3D (XYZ). Performance is reported and compared against 2D alignment initialized using the mean face [7], a 3D baseline [1], and the state-of-the-art
[2], as described in Table 1.
Table 1. Results obtained on 3DFAW’s validation subset. Best and second best results
are highlited in blue and red, respectively. ([7] does not estimate the positions along
the Z axis).

Methods
Bulat & Tzimiropoulos[2]
Zavan et al.[1]
Xiong & De La Torre [7]
OURS

GTE Results (%)
XY XYZ X Y Z
3.626 4.940 2.12 2.48 2.77
7.787 10.442 4.97 4.94 5.75
4.736
3.37 3.36 3.526 5.613 2.19 2.28 3.72

For 2D alignment (2nd column - XY), our algorithm outperforms the stateof-the-art [2] by 2.75%, and is 25% more accurate than the mean face alignment
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[7], highlighting the gain in using the combined pose information with refinement
proposed. We also surpass the baseline method [1] by 54%.
As described in the 3rd column of the Table 1, we improve the baseline by a
large margin for 3D alignment (XYZ). Because we do not perform Z-axis with
precision yet, as shown in the last column, our 3D estimation (XYZ) is less
accurate than the state-of-the-art.
The three last columns in Table 1 correspond to the error among predicted
landmarks and their ground-truth for each axis independently, showing that our
approach achieves results comparable to the state-of-the-art.

3

Final Remarks

In this work, a 3D face alignment method assisted by pose orientation was proposed, showing prominent results in extreme head poses. We combine the nose
pose estimation, 2D cascaded regression and SVR, enabling the 3D facial shape
to be estimation with precision in unconstrained environments. Also, augmentation techniques are used, increasing the training set 10 times. We show it improves the 2D accuracy by 15%. Preliminary results on 3DFAW dataset demonstrate that our method achieves results comparable to the state-of-the-art, while
surpassing the baseline by a large margin.
Although robust in almost all cases, our approach is sensitive to shape initialization, once it is dependent on accurate nose detection and pose estimation
as the first steps. In future work a continuous pose estimation can be used instead of the discrete ones, reducing failures by wrong shape initialization. For
this, multi-task learning can be investigated, allowing to build a one-shot pose
estimation and face alignment, sharing common features in the training stage.
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Abstract. In the implantation of a Hydroelectric Power Plant (HPP)
it is compulsory to the company the acquisition, expropriation or institution of a Permanent Preservation Area (PPA) in the surroundings
of the water reservoir. The PPA must be frequently monitored by the
HPP to prevent improper use. Nowadays, such monitoring is carried out
manually by human inspectors, in a very limited way. The goal of this
work was to design and implement a semi-automatic system for monitoring PPAs using aerial images captured by drones (Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles - UAV) and deep learning techniques for pattern recognition. In
this paper, we present details of this system and some results obtained.
Keywords: Preservation Area · Hydroelectric Power Plants · Drone ·
Convolutional Neural Network.

1

Introduction

The preservation of natural forest areas around rivers and lakes has become a
growing concern in the context of global climate changes. This problem also
affects the Permanent Preservation Areas (PPA), in the surroundings of artificial water reservoirs created for the production of hydroelectric energy, since
these areas become attractive for leisure and economic exploitation. The monitoring of PPAs can not be adequately performed by satellite images, since it is
necessary to detect in time small changes that could indicate, for instance, the
beginning of an invasion. On the other hand, inspection carried out locally by
human inspectors is inefficient because the PPAs are usually very large. In general, PPA monitoring is carried out by employees of the HPP, using boats that
cross the banks of the reservoirs in search of possible unauthorized human interventions, such as construction and deforestation, or even illegal fishing. This way
of monitoring obviously has a number of disadvantages, such as the large number
of employees required for monitoring and the poor effectiveness of monitoring.
?
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Besides, the riverbanks may have high walls or tall vegetation that does not allow adequate direct visual inspection from the boats. The advent of Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAV) makes possible to address the issue of monitoring PPAs
more efficiently using aerial imaging of these regions. Nowadays, UAVs equipped
with high resolution infrared cameras have been widely used for aerial ground
monitoring [1, 2]. The goal of this work is to design and develop a computer
system for monitoring of PPAs surrounding the HPP’s water reservoirs using
aerial images captured by UAVs and using deep learning techniques for a robust
visual pattern recognition.

2

System Architecture

The proposed and implemented system is composed by six modules. The first
module, Image Capture, is responsible for the image aquisition in the area
under surveillance. This is done through drone missions, that are programmed
by using proprietary software of the drone manufacturer. The second module,
System Database, is responsible to store all the data necessary for a proper
system management, such as: the users of the system; the missions created by the
users; the executed missions with their respective properties; the geo-referenced
images captured during the executed missions; the labelled images associated
to the captured images; the objects of interest (OI) found in the areas under
surveillance, assigned by the users to each geo-referenced image. The labeled
images are generated by using a CNN classifier. The third module, GIS, is
responsible for the management of the what-where-when information, that is,
through this module the system user will be able to register in the database
what objects of interest exist in the PPA, where they are located and when they
occur. Therefore, this module is responsible for the management of the inventory
of the objects of interest in the PPA under surveillance. The fourth module,
Image Processing & Analysis, is responsible for the automatic verification of
changes or occurrences of interest in the monitoring area. The system operation
is performed by comparing pairs of images (or sequences of images) captured
by the same Mission, but in different dates, looking for differences. The fifth
module, System Control & User Interface, is responsible for the general
control of the overall system and interaction with the system users. Finally, the
sixth module, Report & Logging, is responsible for the anomalies classification
and reporting. There are several factors to consider when classifying any event
or abnormality found. For example, the system may find evidences of a building
indicating an abnormality in a place where previously such evidences did not
exist. A historical analysis of events can be performed to confirm the reliability
of the detection. Evidences of abnormalities can be confirmed visually latter by
a human inspector.
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3

Experimental Results

In one of our experiments, we considered five main classes of interest: water,
forest, ground vegetation, devasted area, and buildings. We created and labeled
a dataset with 125 samples (patches of different sizes), being 25 samples for each
aforementioned class. Regarding the CNN used for image segmentation, after the
last pooling layer, we discarded all fully connected and softmax layers to finetune a new classification model based on ImageNet already-trained weights. We
used the previous layers to predict the so-called “bottleneck features” from the
training samples, which were re-sized to 150×150 patches. The new classification
model stands for a 256-output ReLU-activated fully connected layer followed by
a 5-output fully connected layer, and finally a softmax classifier on top of that.
These new layers were fine-tuned for 50 epochs using a default-parameter rmsprop optimizer and a cross-entropy loss function under a validation set. Further,
the aforementioned trained model was used to predict the unseen images captured by the drones, which where spliced into 150 × 150 patches for classification
purposes (i.e., the same size used during training). The CNN achieved a good
performance, with around 95% of recognition rate. For a better understanding
about the protocol adopted in this experiment, the reader can refer to [3].

4

Conclusion

This paper presented some details of the system proposed and implemented for
monitoring of PPA (Permanent Protection Area) surrounding the HPP’s water
reservoirs using drone images and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). The
main goal of this system is anomalies detection in aerial images of PPA. The
system tackle the problem by using UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) acquired
images that are processed for change detection. The proposed system improves
over previous systems by combining the results of a first step of change detection
using traditional image processing algorithms with a high level cross validation
step of image classification performed by Convolutional Neural Networks. The
preliminary obtained results are encouraging but some challenges must still be
addressed. For instance, dealing with registration of non orthorectified images
and differences due to perspective projection is difficult to overcome.
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Abstract. The objective of this paper is to present a new technique to discriminate bare soil from other contribution within the pixel. The procedure
is based on the conformity of the canonical form of the X-Bragg coherence
matrix. The approach is valid within a limited range of surface roughness.
Surface discrimination is performed according to a decision based on a fixed
threshold beforehand. The methodology was evaluated using simulated and
Operational Sensors data. Results seem promising.
Keywords: Bare soil discrimination · polarimetric SAR · radar image classification · PolSAR · covariance matrix.

1

Introduction

The scattering of electromagnetic waves from rough surfaces has been a subject
of many research paper [1, 2]. A number of theoretical formulations of the roughsurface-scattering problem has appeared, such as Bragg, and X-Bragg scattering
models.
The main objective of this work, is to set a new X-Bragg scattering-based methodology for bare soil detection in agricultural lands. The considered methodology is
based on the exploitation of special structures of the coherence matrix assumed for
X-Bragg scattering. The performance analysis of the technique is evaluated on L
band SAR data, showing a good surface discrimination level.

2

Direct scattering from rough surfaces model

In the field of radar remote sensing, the direct scattering from surfaces is mostly
represented using X-Bragg model [2]. X-Bragg is implemented by introducing
roughness disturbance by rotating the Bragg coherency matrix about an angle 2βs
in the plan perpendicular to the scattering plane. The normalized coherence matrix
Tχ for this model is given by :
X-Bragg


T11



Tχ (βs ) = R(βs )TB R(βs ) = 
 T21


T31
†

T12

T13

T22

T23

T32

T33









(1)
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0
C3 (1 − sinc(4βs ))










(2)

where R(βs ) is a rotation matrix, C1 , C2 , and C3 are three parameters depending
on the viewing angle and on the moisture content [2], βs describes the surface
roughness.
The coherence between the left-left and the right-right circular polarizations [1, 2]
is:
T22 − T33
= sinc(4βs )
γ(LL−RR) = √
T22 + T33

(3)

whereas the coherence between (HH+VV) and (HH-VV) is:
T12
sinc(2βs )
γ(HH+V V )(HH−V V ) = √
=q
T11 T22
s ))
( (1+sinc(4β
)
2

(4)

By substituting the term sinc(4βs ) from (3) in (4) we get:
T12

sinc(2βs ) = p

T11 (T22 + T33 )

(5)

One may notice that when using (3) for βs retrieval, only diagonal elements of
the coherency matrix Tχ are involved. Whereas, when using (5), the off-diagonal
element T12 is also involved. This remark is very important for the following.
Retrieving βs from (3) and from (5) should give the same value when the coherence
matrix describes a pure surface scattering. When the scattering is originated from
other components, i.e. double bounce, volume, or a mixture of components, the
point stated in the previous paragraph does not fit. For example, let consider a
volume layer over surface. In this case, the diagonal of the global coherence matrix
is affected by volume contribution. This property can be used for rough surface
discrimination from the rest of contributions.

3

Performance Analysis Using Operational Sensors Data.

The performance analysis and its validation are assessed using operational sensors
data acquired from Oberpfaffenhofen site in Germany. The site contains different
regions with various properties (see Fig.1a).
Fig.1b, displays the absolute value of the difference in roughness angles βsDiag −
βsOf f , retrieved from the diagonal and the one retrieved from the off–diagonal. As
previously mentioned, the ideal surface scattering produces only the odd bounce
scattering. In such a case the roughness angle difference must be zero. But due to
additional noise and sparse vegetation that may affect the ideal shape of the matrix,
an acceptance threshold for bare surface classification must be set. For instance, in
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Fig. 1: Test site dataset situated in oberpfaffenhofen in germay, (a):Optical image
of the test site from google earth, (b):The absolute value of the difference of the
roughness angle(deg).

the red rectangle, the roughness angle difference is about 40◦ . By referring to optical
image (Fig.1a) this region is bare surface. whereas, buildings roofs (as indicated by
green arrows) appear bluer (about 0◦ to 10◦ ). Recall that roofs depicts either surface
scattering or double bounce scattering depending on the roof orientation. Moreover,
it can be clearly noticed that agricultural plowed fields appeared more or less with
blue color, emphasizing the effectiveness of the proposed method. The detection
of bare soil through vegetation is noticed clearly in the forested area and in some
agricultural land, indicated by the red arrows in Fig.1.

4

Conclusion

The main objective of this paper was to study the possibility of exploiting the special
structures of the polarimetric coherence matrix for X-Bragg scattering returns, in
bare surface scattering discrimination. The validation of the algorithm has been
achieved using the E-SAR dataset acquired at L-band over the Oberpfaffenhofen
area in Germany. The approach is valid within a limited range of surface roughness.
The coherent distribution of the bare soil class, which corresponds to the ground
reality, would give this approach the credibility necessary to ensure its success. The
results are promising for many applications, and have opened a promising field of
future works.
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Abstract. Firstly, this article characterizes the entropy-based measures
dβ (p, p′ ) = 2·Hβ (p∧p′ )−Hβ (p)−Hβ (p′ ), where Hβ is the β-entropy, by
listing those properties that univocally determine dβ . In particular, we
provide a characterization of Variation of Information (VI), the entropy
metric corresponding to the Shannon entropy (β = 1), which considerably simpliﬁes the characterization given by Meilǎ in [1, 2]. Secondly, we
investigate the average consensus functions associated to these metrics.
In this regard, we combine the outcomes of Simovici and Jaroszewicz [3]
and Barthélemy and Leclerc [4] to study the relationships between the
partitions produced by such consensus functions and the quota rules,
speciﬁcally unanimity and majority rules. The obtained results not only
shed some light in the inner functioning of the consensus functions associated to entropy metrics, but also have computational implications.

Keywords: Entropy metrics, Variation of Information, Clustering, Consensus, Cluster Ensemble, Quota Rules

1

Introduction and related works

Measures for quantifying the alikeness between partitions have gained significant
attention with recent developments of consensus methods. Formal studies have
adopted an approach based on the theory of partially ordered sets [2, 4]. The
rationale lies in the fact that the space PX where the partitions of finite data
set X exist has a lattice structure induced by the refinement relation, which
establishes a primary notion of proximity on PX . These measures have been
analyzed regarding their suitability to represent such notion of proximity.
To this end, Meilǎ [1] introduced several structural properties:
A1 Symmetry For any two partitions p and p′ , d(p, p′ ) = d(p′ , p).
A2 Additivity w.r.t refinement Let mX and gX be the n-blocks partition and the one-block partition, respectively. Then, d(mX , p) + d(p, gX ) =
d(mX , gX ), for any partition p.
A3 Additivity w.r.t the meet For any two partitions p, p′ , let p ∧ p′ be the
partition whose clusters are all the nonempty intersections of a cluster of p
and a cluster of p′ . Then, d(p, p′ ) = d(p, p ∧ p′ ) + d(p ∧ p′ , p′ ).
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A4 Convex additivity Let p and p′ be a partitions with p′ refining p. Let
p′i be the partition induced by p′ on the ith block of p. Then d(p, p′ ) =
P
k
ni
′
i=1 n d(gCi , pi ).

Using these properties, Meilǎ characterizedh V I, defined
for anyitwo partitions

Pk Pk′ n
n
n
p and p by V I(p, p′ ) := − i=1 j=1 nij log niji + log nij′
, where ni =
j

#Ci , n′j = #Cj′ , nij = #(Ci ∩ Cj′ ), [1] established:

Theorem 1. (Meilǎ [1]) V I is the unique measure for comparing partitions that
U
satisfies A1, A2, A3, A4 and Scale: d(gX , pU
k ) = log k, where pk is the partition
with k equal-sized clusters.
In turn, Somovici and Jaroszewicz [3] introduced the entropy metrics dβ are
then defined through the analytical expressions dβ (p, p′ ) = Hβ (p|p′ ) + Hβ (p′ |p),
where for any partitions p = {C1 , . . . , Ck } and p′ = {C1′ , . . . , Ck′ ′ }, Hβ (p|p′ ) =

k X
k′ 
X
1
nij β  nj β
−
. The following theorem compiles the main
21−β − 1 i=1 j=1
n
n
properties of the entropy metrics given in [3].
Theorem 2. (Simovici and Jaroszewicz [3])
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

dβ (p, p′ ) = 2Hβ (p ∧ p′ ) − Hβ (p) − Hβ (p′ ).
dβ (p, p′ ) = 2dβ (p ∧ p′ , gX ) − dβ (p, gX ) − dβ (p′ , gX ).
dβ (p, p′ ) = dβ (p, mX ) + dβ (p′ , mX ) − 2dβ (p ∧ p′ , mX ).
The function µβ : PX → R defined by µβ (p) = dβ (p, gX ) is submodular.
The function νβ : PX → R defined by νβ (p) = dβ (p, mX ) is supermodular.

Given an ensemble of partitions of X, E = {p1 , p2 , . . . pm }, and q ∈ [0, 1], the
q-quota rule, in notation pq , is the finer partition that is refined by all the atoms
that, in turn, refine more than mq members of E. The dual q-quota rule, denoted
by pdq , is the coarser partition that refines all the co-atoms that are refined by
more than mq members of the ensemble.
Average-based consensus methods have been empirically proven to provide
more informative solutions, at least in terms of number and size of the clusters, and have therefore prevailed against agreement methods. The level of nonconsent that the ensemble E assigns to the proposal «p is the final solution» relies
on certain prefixed dissimilarity measure D and quantified by the consensus funcm
X
tion ϕ(p) :=
D(p, pi ). Naturally, an average-based consensus solutions is a
i=1

minimizer of ϕ.
We formally say that a consensus function ϕ is in compliance with a quota
rule pq (resp. dual quota rule pdq ) if the latter refines (resp. is refined by) all the
consensus solutions produced by ϕ. Thus, quota rules (resp. dual quota rules)
are used as lower (resp. upper) bounds of the set of average-based solutions
produced by ϕ, which also provides computational advantages.
In this regard, Barthélemy and Leclerc [4] rigorously studied the consensus
functions associated to lower valuations. The metric associated to a lower valuation ν is defined by dν (p, p′ ) = ν(p) + ν(p′ ) − 2ν(p ∧ p′ ).
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Theorem 3. (Barthélemy and Leclerc [4]) Let dν be the metric associated to
the lower valuation ν and let ϕ be the corresponding average-based consensus
function for an arbitrary given ensemble E. Then any consensus solution yielded
by ϕ refines the dual majority rule pdm .
2

2

Contributions

Our contributions encompass the main characteristic features of the entropy
metrics in the roles they play in cluster analysis. In this regard, Theorem 4 characterizes the entropy metrics, thus contributing to the studies of Simovici and
Jaroszewicz (Theorem 2) and, at the same time, improves the characterization
given by Meilǎ for Variation of Information (Theorem 1). Such characterization
encodes the essence of these metrics, which can be thought as the minimumlength path metric in the Venn diagram of PX , weighting the edges with the
β-entropy. On the other hand, Theorem 2 enables us to conclude that −Hβ is a
lower valuation, which gives us the first part of Theorem 5 as a consequence of
Theorem 3. The second part is proved through counterexamples. Proposition 1
provides the exact pruning of the search space associated to Theorem 5.
Theorem 4. Let D be a dissimilarity measure for partitions such that:
LVM1:
LVM2:
LVM3:
with

D is symmetric.
For any two partitions p and p′ , D(p, p′ ) = D(p, p ∧ p′ ) + D(p ∧ p′ , p′ ).
There is a lower valuation ν such that, for any partitions p, p ∈ PX ,
p  p′ , D(p, p′ ) = ν(p′ ) − ν(p).

Then, D = dν . As a consequence, D is a metric.
Theorem 5. Let ϕ be the consensus function associated to dβ and an ensemble
E. The consensus solutions yielded by ϕ refine the dual majority rule pdm ; how2
ever, not always refined by the unanimity rule pm , consequently neither by the
majority rule p m2 .
Proposition 1. The reduction (in number of partitions) that the dual majority
Qk
rule pdm provides (as upper bound of the search space) is Bn − i=1 Bni , where,
2
for a natural number q, Bq denotes the qth Bell number, and ni denotes the
number of elements in the ith cluster of pdm .
2
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Abstract. Limiting the model size of a kernel support vector machine
to a pre-defined budget is a well-established technique that allows to
scale SVM learning and prediction to large-scale data. Its core addition
to simple stochastic coordinate ascent training is budget maintenance
through merging of support vectors. This requires solving an inner optimization problem with an iterative method many times per gradient
step. In this paper we replace the iterative procedure with a fast lookup.
We manage a saving of 47% in the total training time without any loss
of accuracy.

1

Introduction and Motivation of the Work

The Support Vector Machine (SVM; [3]) is a widespread standard machine
learning method, in particular for binary classification problems. Being a kernel
method, it employs a linear algorithm in an implicitly defined kernel-induced
feature space.
When facing large-scale learning, the applicability of support vector machines
and many other learning machines is limited by their computational demands.
Due to the prominence of the problem, a large number of solutions was developed.
To this end, kernel-induced feature representations are approximated by lowrank approaches [7,6,8,7,1].
Budget methods, introducing an a-priori limit B ≪ n on the number of support vectors [9], go one step further by letting the optimizer adapt the feature
space approximation during operation to its needs, which promises a comparatively low approximation error. The usual strategy is to merge support vectors
at need, which effectively enables the solver to move support vectors around
in input space. Finding the best merge partners, is a rather costly operation.
Usually, O(B) candidate pairs of vectors are considered, and for each pair an
optimization problem is solved with an iterative strategy. An effective computational improvement of this scheme is implemented [5] that removes the iterative
process entirely, and replace it with a simple and fast lookup. However, the
implemented algorithm is done on the primal representation SVM.
In this paper we propose the usage of the improved scheme of the optimization model on the dual SVM by modelling the low-dimensional space of
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optimization problems explicitly, removes the costly iterative procedure while
optimization and replace it with a simple and fast lookup. The solver aims at
the efficiency of dual subspace ascent as used in LIBSVM and also in LIBLINEAR [2,4], while applying merging-based budget maintenance as in the BSGD
method [9]. Moreover, adding the lookup method on BSCA shows that mergingbased budget maintenance can account for more than half of the total training
time. Therefore reducing the merging time is a promising approach to speeding up training, which is at least as accurate as the original iterative procedure,
resulting in nearly identical merging decisions and no loss of prediction accuracy.

2

Experimental Evaluation

In this section we evaluate our method empirically, with the aim to investigate
its properties more closely, and to demonstrate its practical value. We compare
our algorithm to “standard” BSCA with merging based on golden section search.
Due to space limitation, we show a few sample of data sets covering a range of
different sizes. The data sets are summarized in table 1.

Table 1: Data sets used in this study, hyperparameter settings, and test accuracy
of the exact SVM model found by LIBSVM.
data set
size features C γ accuracy
SUSY
4,500,000
18 25 2−7 79.79%
CODRNA
59,535
8 25 2−3 96.33%
IJCNN
49,990
22 25 21 98.77%
ADULT
32,561
123 25 2−7 84.82%

We trained Dual SVM models with BSCA, comparing golden section search
(GSS) with the looking up algorithm WD(m, κ) (Lookup-WD). All methods
found SVM models with comparable accuracy as shown in table 2; in fact, in
most cases the systematic differences are below one standard deviation of the
variability between different runs.
Lookup-WD is faster than GSS-standard. The results are very systematic to
[5]. The greatest savings of about 47% of the total training time are observed for
the moderately large ADULT data set and SUSY dataset. Although the speedup can also be insignificant at small data sets, lookup is never slower than GSS.
We observe that the savings are nicely correlate with the merging time.
Overall, our method offers a systematic speed-up. The speed-up does not
come at any cost in terms of solution precision.
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Table 2: Test accuracy achieved by the different methods. Training and merging
time, merging steps, the fraction of merging w.r.to total training, and the savings
in training time when the lookupWD is applied.
data set
ADULT

GSS
Lookup
SUSY
GSS
Lookup
CODRNA GSS
Lookup
IJCNN
GSS
Lookup

accuracy
training time merging time merging steps fraction of merging
savings
(%)
(s)
(s)
to total training in training time (%)
81, 90 ± 0, 0131
15,57
3,64631
12514
0,23
47
83, 19 ± 0, 0103
8,19
1,1121
12110
0,07
76, 76 ± 0, 0548
1522,84
891,29
2574861
0,59
35
76, 50 ± 0, 0429
989,91
116,89
1385012
0,08
92, 70 ± 0, 0114
9,81
3,95444
17985
0,40
34
93, 98 ± 0, 0078
6,52
0,973437
17649
0,10
97, 85 ± 0, 0031
9,82
3,49335
7995
0,36
22
96, 78 ± 0, 0045
7,62
1,08299
7230
0,11
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Abstract. The state of the art presents Gaussian mixture modeling
(GMM) as one of the best methods used for background subtraction but
it has a high computational cost to be used a real-time implementation.
FPGAs provide a high grade of parallelism allowing to accelerate the algorithms while keep a good performance per watts. The use of High-Level
Synthesis (HLS) allows describing algorithms using high-level programming languages such C/C++, and several parallelization architectures
are quickly implemented using directives. This work presents implementations of three background subtraction algorithms in real-time using
floating-point data precision. The parallelization of the GMM algorithms
reached the frame per seconds needed for real-time video processing.
Keywords: Background subtraction, Field programmable gate array
(FPGA), System-on-a-chip (SoC), High-level synthesis (HLS).

1

Introduction

The video surveillance applications over embedded vision systems have had a
rapid growth in recent years. These systems make use of background subtraction as one of the key techniques for automatic video analysis. The state of
the art methods make use of GMM estimators as background subtraction approach but it has a high computational cost for real-time implementation. Hardware implementations of GMM algorithm on FPGA has been proposed in some
works to deal with the computational burden requirements. An FPGA based
implementation of GMM for offline background subtraction using fixed-point
arithmetic is presented in [1]. A performance comparison of GMM, ViBE, and
PBAS algorithms implementation on CPU, GPU, and FPGA is presented in
[2]. A performance evaluation of two multimodal background subtraction algorithms implemented on a ZedBoard is presented in [3]. In this paper we present
a real-time SoC-FPGA based implementation of the GMM algorithms using
HLS tool and floating-point arithmetic. The main contribution of this paper is
that the proposed implementation allows major flexibility in comparison to previous works with fixed-point representation and conventional RTL description.
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Moreover, the performance evaluation is presented considering data transfer and
processing times.

2

Algorithms Implementation

The algorithm implementations were developed using a hardware-software codesign methodology. The software design consists of coding of the algorithms
using C++ language and OpenCV libraries to take advantage of the rapid prototyping, visualization, and easy re-coding. We selected three classic background
subtraction algorithms from the BGSLibrary (Background Subtraction Library)
[4]: Frame Difference, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM1), and Efficient Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM2). The source codes for these algorithms were adapted
for the implementation in the Vivado HLS, because of the Xilinx OpenCV for
Vivado HLS is a non-synthesizable short version of the OpenCV Library. The
algorithms acceleration is achieved using parallelization directives. Finally, HDL
code generated by Vivado HLS is synthesized and downloaded to the FPGA.

3

Experiments and Results

The algorithms were implemented on the Zynq-7000 SoC device of a ZedBoard.
HLS custom IP vision core running in the standalone FPGA can be used in
applications with direct connection to the FPGA. Table 1 shows both main
hardware resources and power consumption in the algorithm implementations.
Table 1. Hardware resources required on a ZedBoard FPGA after place and route.
The whole system includes processing modules.
HLS CUSTOM IP VISION CORE (FPGA)
Flip Flop
Slice
DSP48

Algorithm

LUT

Frame Difference
GMM1
GMM2

1667/53200
18452/53200
18872/53200

Algorithm
Frame Difference
GMM1
GMM2

2341/106400
56265/106400
57698/106400

701/13300
9473/13300
9623/13300

4/220
25/220
47/220

COMPLETE EMBEDDED VISION SYSTEM (SoC-FPGA)
LUT
Flip Flop
Slice
DSP48
4452/53200
32336/53200
34056/53200

5275/106400
68875/106400
72059/106400

1739/13300
12860/13300
13249/13300

4/220
25/220
47/220

Power (W)
0.025
0.446
0.375

Power (W)
1.593
2.102
2.046

The performance of the SoC-FPGA and standalone FPGA were compared
against a PC equipped with a processor AMD Quad-Core to 2.5 GHz, and 12
GB of SDRAM. The comparison can be seen in Table 2. The measures for SoCFPGA are better than the measured for the PC, and SoC-FPGA allows the
real-time implementation in all cases. Additionally, a comparison against the
ARM of the SoC-FPGA is included. The performance of FPGA in most of the
cases exceeds by 10× the performance of ARM, achieving over 40× in the best
cases.
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Table 2. Comparison for sequences at three resolutions, in frame per second.
Resolution

Algorithm

Frame Difference
160x120 (QQVGA) GMM1
GMM2
Frame Difference
352x288 (CIF)
GMM1
GMM2
Frame Difference
768x576 (PAL)
GMM1
GMM2

4

PC

ARM

FPGA

SoC-FPGA

2459
284
623
483
63
152
141
19
38

597
30
77
137
6
14
28
2
3

5019
1295
1728
1277
246.3
328
224
56
75

4947
519
613
1269
128
153
220
22
26

Conclusions

This work presented implementation of three background subtraction algorithms
in real-time using floating-point arithmetic. The HLS implementations allow a
fast design and implementation of several architectures with different parallelization directives. The performance measures of the proposed architecture shown
better computational times compared to PC-based implementation, and the parallelization of the GMM algorithms on FPGA reached the frame per seconds
needed for real-time video processing with a low power consumption.
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